CASINO LICENSEE
TERMS & CONDITIONS AND OPERATING GUIDELINES
The following excerpts are taken from the Casino Terms & Conditions and Operating Guidelines (CTCOG). For cross‐
referencing purposes, the italicized information contained in parentheses is the corresponding sub‐section in the CTCOG
from which the information was obtained. A copy of the CTCOG has been provided to all casino facility licensees. The
CTCOG may also be accessed on the AGLC website at aglc.ca.

15.

GENERAL MANAGER AND ALTERNATE GENERAL MANAGER (3.3)
15.1

The General Manager is responsible for all aspects of the casino.

15.2

In consultation with the games manager, the general manager shall ensure the casino is conducted in
accordance with the CTCOG.

15.3

An alternate general manager shall be on duty in the General Manager’s absence.

15.4

The general manager duties are as follows:
a) Operational Functions:
i) enters the appropriate information from the licence into the CasinoTrack system;
ii) ensures all volunteer staff (excluding count room staff) are in the casino facility a minimum of one
(1) hour prior to casino opening;
iii) ensures the count room staff are present a minimum of 15 minutes prior to scheduled start of shift;
iv) ensures the names of all volunteer staff are entered into the CasinoTrack system;
v) ensures designated volunteer staff is in place and have signed in at the beginning of shift and
signed out at end of shift with system access cards on the CasinoTrack system;
vi) witnesses interim and final pull of drop boxes;
vii) may perform duties of other volunteer staff or charity workers on a temporary basis [no longer than
one (1) hour] as long as all procedures for the position are followed, e.g. assuming duties of other
volunteer staff to allow them to take a break or eat a meal;
viii) may fill a position that becomes vacant due to unforeseen circumstances (shall be documented on
a Discrepancy Report);
ix) may assign another volunteer or charity worker to fill a vacant position for the duration of the
licence period; (shall be documented on a Discrepancy Report) and
x) sign all Discrepancy Reports in addition to the advisor or the games manager.
b) Financial Transactions:
i)

counts and verifies the opening cash bankroll and the opening chip inventory received from the
casino facility licensee or his designate each day;

ii) witnesses transfer of cash from count room supervisor to banker;
iii) ensures closing cage bankroll, next day’s opening float and chips are in secure overnight storage;
iv) ensures the casino facility licensee or designate provides a cheque at the end of the event for the
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cost of the advisor fees and concession fees;
v) ensures all financial transaction entries into the CasinoTrack system are completed as required;
vi) investigates fully any error, procedural irregularity or other breach of CTCOG and reports to the
AGLC (see Section 5.2);
vii) reports immediately to the Investigations Branch any volunteer in personal possession of casino
chips; and
viii) returns remaining chips to the casino facility licensee or designate and enters the information on
the CasinoTrack system;
ix) returns and signs, after the close of the event, to the casino facility licensee or his designate, cash
equal to the opening cash bankroll received the morning of each day; and
x) after the conclusion of all related tasks, all cash including the opening bankroll and the event
proceeds are to be returned to the casino facility licensee. Verification of the return of this cash is
to be obtained from the casino facility licensee’s designated individual.
c) Security:
ensures secure handling and storage of chips and cash at all times during the casino event.
16.

BANKER (3.4)
16.1 The banker supervises the cash cage and is directly accountable to the general manager.
16.2

The banker is responsible for the cashiers and the chip runners.

16.3

Specific duties of the banker are as follows:

a)

documents all transactions as required and ensures security of all chips and cash in cash cage;
b) ensures cashiers retain personal control of chips and cash for which they are responsible while on duty;
c) receives and counts opening cash bankroll and chip inventory with the general manager;
d) records and maintains a running inventory of the cash bankroll and the chip inventory:
e) issues opening inventory of chips to games where required;
f)

documents transactions as required and maintains security and control of chips/coin inventory during
shift;

g) supplies games with chips/coin as requested on CasinoTrack system;
h) receives excess chips/coin from games as requested on CasinoTrack system;
i)

issues opening cash fill and subsequent cash fills to cashiers;

j)

obtains cash transfers from the count room supervisor as required;

k) receives inventory of chips/cash from cashiers;
l)

counts, amalgamates and records all chips and cash in cash cage at the end of the day;

m) returns remaining chips to the facility operator at the end of the day and enters information on the
CasinoTrack system;
n) at the end of the day, transfers cash to general manager for secure overnight storage or transfer to
casino facility licensee.
17.

CASHIER (3.5)
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17.1

The cashier duties are as follows:

a)

receives and counts opening cash fill from the banker;
b) maintains security of the cash and chips for which he or she is responsible while on duty in the cash
cage;
c) redeems players’ chips for cash;
d) ensures the general manager, banker or advisor witnesses all player cash‐outs over $200;
e) ensures trays are put in cash drawers and the drawers are locked when leaving cash cage;
f)

17.2

at the end of a shift, accounts for and transfers all chips and cash for which he or she is responsible to
the banker.

The cashier must not:
a) sell chips;
b) exchange U.S. currency for chips or cash; and
c) exchange traveller’s cheques for chips or cash.

18.

CHIP RUNNER (3.6)
18.1

The chip runner duties are as follows:
a) participates in games opening and closing with gaming table personnel;
b) transfers fills from the banker to games and credits from games to banker;
c) verifies the accuracy of these transactions;
d) at final close of games each day, witnesses chip count and verifies on the CasinoTrack system; and
e) may assist the general manager during pull of drop boxes.

19.

COUNT ROOM SUPERVISOR (3.7)
19.1

The count room supervisor is directly accountable to the general manager for the supervision of count room
procedures and count room staff.

19.2

The count room supervisor shall document all transactions as required and ensure security of all cash and
chips in the count room.

19.3

Specific duties of the count room supervisor are as follows:
a) ensures count room is secured;
b) records the number of bills, coins and chips (if any) counted by the amalgamator, on the CasinoTrack
system;
c) verifies the information entered by the recorder;
d) supplies cash to banker as required;
e) ensures the rake boxes are counted first and chips are transferred to banker before continuing the
count;
f)

prepares float and bank deposits; and

g) generates Master Revenue Report and Count Room Drop Box Verification on CasinoTrack system.
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20.

SORTER (3.8)
20.1

The duties of the sorter are as follows:
a) empties the contents of the drop box and shows open box to camera to ensure it is empty;
b) sorts cash or chips into denominations and places into money bin with a “Box ID Card” and
passes bin to counter;
c)

witnesses count by counter; and

d) at final close of games may witness table chip count, if required.
21.

COUNTER (3.9)
21.1

The duties of the counter are as follows:
a) counts the contents of the money bin using money counting machine;
b) places contents of drop box back into the money bin along with the “Box ID Card” and passes bin to the
amalgamator; and
c) assists sorting of chips and cash as needed.

22.

RECORDER (3.10)
22.1

The duties of the recorder are as follows:
a) enters the table number from the “Box ID card” into the CasinoTrack system; and
b) enters the number of bills, coins and chips (if any) counted by the counter into the Casino Track system.

23.

AMALGAMATOR (3.11)
23.1

The duties of the amalgamator are as follows:
a) receives cash or chips from counter in money bin;
b) verifies all bills are of the same denomination;
c) uses a counting machine to verify contents of the money bin and advises count room supervisor of the
amount by denomination; and
d) amalgamates all cash or chips in the count room by denomination into bundles of one hundred after
receiving confirmation from the count room supervisor that the totals from both counts match.
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